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Abstract The design of heterogeneous selective oxidation

catalysts based upon complex metal oxides is governed at

present by a set of empirical rules known as ‘‘pillars of

oxidation catalysis’’. They serve as practical guidelines for

catalyst development and guide the reasoning about the

catalyst role in the process. These rules are, however, not

based upon atomistic concepts and thus preclude their

immediate application in for example computer-aided

search strategies. The present work extends the ideas of the

pillar rules and develops the concept of considering a

selective oxidation catalyst as enabler for the execution of

a reaction network. The enabling function is controlled by

mutual interactions between catalyst and reactants. The

electronic structure of the catalyst is defined as a bulk

semiconductor with a surface state arising form a termi-

nating over layer being different from the structure of the

bulk. These components that can be identified by in situ

analytical methods form a chemical system with feedback

loops, which is responsible for generating selectivity dur-

ing execution of the reaction network. This concept is

based upon physical observables and could allow for a

design strategy based upon a kinetic description that

combines the processes between reactants with the pro-

cesses between catalyst and reactants. Such kinetics is not

available at present. Few of the constants required are

known but many of them are accessible to experimental

determination with in situ techniques.

Keywords Alkane oxidation � Catalysis concepts � Metal

oxide catalysts � System chemistry � In-situ analysis

1 Introduction

In the mid-1960s, at the Sohio Research Laboratories

Cleveland, major advancements were made in the catalytic

selective oxidation and ammoxidation of alkenes to pro-

duce material such as acrolein and acrylonitrile from

propylene. One of the key investigators in this venture was

R.K. Grasselli who, with his associates revolutionized the

manufacture of chemical feedstock that are now a central

feature of the modern polymer industry. An important

series of papers described the oxidation and ammoxidation

of propylene over bismuth molybdate catalysts, constitut-

ing a turning point in the industrial production of acrylic

polymers [1–6]. These papers represented further a fun-

damental change in attitude towards the design of new

solid catalysts: they acknowledged the importance of

understanding the bulk structural properties of non-metallic

solid catalysts. This seminal work extended the logic

contained intrinsically in the significant earlier paper by

Mars and van Krevelen [7, 8], who argued that in many

selective oxidations of hydrocarbons it is not the atoms of

gaseous oxygen that appear in the oxidized product, but

rather the constitutional oxygen of the oxide sub-lattice in

the solid catalyst. This concept was extensively deepened

and filled with detail [9–12] by J. Haber. Recognizing the

relevance of non-stoichiometry of the bismuth molybdate

[13], and the ease of ionic migration resulting from it,

initiated research to deliberately modify the composition of

the many phases of bismuth molybdate that function as

selective oxidation and ammoxidation catalysts (e.g., Bi2
MoO6, Bi2Mo3O9, Bi2Mo3O12, Bi6Mo9O15). In this way
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efficient and selective oxidation catalysts resulted from a

conceptual insight. A combination of phenomena and

techno-economic conditions prevented the repetition of

such success stories in other important oxidation reactions

that rest on catalyst systems (such as VPP or Mo-V mixed

oxides) that are believed to follow the same general con-

cept but brought to their present performance by multiple

incremental improvements.

The relevance of bulk translational structures of cata-

lysts in selective oxidation and the possible function of the

lattice as reservoir for the critical reactant ‘‘active oxygen’’

form the basis of an assumed ‘‘speciality’’ of the class of

selective oxidation catalysts in contrast to ‘‘normal’’

Langmuir–Hinshelwood reaction pathways. Assumed

modes of operation in oxidation are different from the

mode of operation of the standard model of heterogeneous

catalysis implemented with the single crystal approach

[14, 15]. This concept is based upon rigid reconstructed

active surface sites that are covered and uncovered by

adsorption and desorption. The sites are connected with an

infinite reservoir of free electrons from which redox

equivalents can be lent and borrowed without any energetic

‘‘interest’’. The conceptual difference between standard

and selective oxidation heterogeneous reaction modes

created a barrier for research and largely confined the

success of oxidation catalysis to empirical optimizations.

These for practical applications successful afforts are par-

alleled by mechanistic hypotheses that are without a

physical link to experiments or to the intricate structures of

working catalyst systems. It is the purpose of this paper to

show that the worlds of local static active sites and sites on

oxidation catalysts are not different from one another and

that the unifying concept of dynamical active sites can lead

to a functional understanding of selective oxidation con-

nected with physical concepts.

2 The Empirical Conceptual Basis

Selective oxidation of small organic molecules is not only a

critical industrial practice but presents a considerable

challenge for the science of catalysis. The reactions involve

the simultaneous conduct of several types of chemical

transformations and convert a stable starting molecule in a

less stable product. Typical selective oxidation reactions

for the C3 alkane are collected in Fig. 1. The reactions are

ordered according to the number of water molecules being

formed. The high stability of water presents a strong

driving force for such reactions. It is thus obvious that a

catalyst intended to produce a molecule with low initial

driving force will require much higher constraints with

respect to selectivity than a catalyst performing a reaction

with much driving force. From this simple idea it is

obvious that the acrylonitrile synthesis [16] (6) should be

the reaction to be performed relatively most facile in the

collection of Fig. 1 and the dehydrogenation of propane (1)

or the epoxidation of propene (3) should be the most

challenging reactions.

Reactions (7, 8) in Fig. 1 indicate unwanted reactions of

the primary product propene with water and consecutively

with oxygen. Such processes are entry points to combus-

tion or to the formation of unwanted side products. It is

obvious that a demanding catalyst design is required to

accelerate the wanted reactions such as (4, 5, 6) but to

simultaneously inhibit reactions (7, 8). A key to this control

is the water management at the surface being controlled by

acid–base properties from the catalyst side and by mass

transport from the kinetic side. This aspect of selective

oxidation is investigated [17, 18] but still incompletely

understood.

From inspection of Fig. 1 it becomes intuitively clear

that the regulation of the availability (‘‘abundance’’) of

active oxygen must be a key concern in devising a selective

oxidation process.

The reactions in Fig. 1 are all formulated with the

minimum stoichiometry supposing the participation of

existing molecules. In many discussions in the literature the

dissociation and activation of di-oxygen is omitted from

the reaction leading to the formalism of 0.5O2 reactions.

The activation of di-oxygen into redox equivalents acting

selectively in C–H activation and in addition of oxygen to

the carbon backbone is a central issue of understanding

selective oxidation. The whole concept of selective

Fig. 1 Selection of reactions of propane involving selective oxida-

tion. The important reaction path leading to C–C activation and

combustion is for simplicity not addressed here
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oxidation catalysts arouse from the desire to understand the

properties of selectively acting oxygen. Formulating the

reactions as seen in Fig. 1 gives a realistic estimate about

the size of an active site having to store in generally

accepted ‘‘single site’’ cyclic mechanisms within its

boundaries all redox equivalents required for the reaction.

If we assume that a metal centre can with low activation

barrier change its oxidation state by one unit and if we deny

the participation of anions as charge storage sites then we

can deduce the number of metal atoms per isolated site

from the stoichiometry given in Fig. 1. The reader may

recognize the many conditions of this statement. This paper

is about interrogating these conditions.

The central idea brought about by R.K. Grasselli and J.

Haber was to use as reagent pre-activated oxygen existing

in oxide systems. It was thought that the metal–oxygen

bond strength would moderate the oxidising potential of

oxygen atoms formulated as O2- species. A catalysis

concept was formulated in which the oxidising effect of

,,lattice oxygen‘‘was used for creating oxidised molecules

and in a separate step the oxide material should become

replenished in oxygen using gas phase oxygen. In

pioneering experiments of propene oxidation with copper

oxide it was found [19] that a selectivity change occurred

with ongoing depletion of lattice oxygen from highly

unselective operation at high abundance of lattice oxygen

to highly selective operation at lower abundance of lattice

oxygen.

From these observations the design principle of all

presently working selective oxidation catalysts was

derived. It states that designing the structure of the active

material can control the abundance of lattice oxygen and

thus the selectivity of the process. The target was to limit

the abundance of active oxygen to the stoichiometry

requirement (equations in Fig. 1) of one turnover at one

location of the reactive surface. No exchange of active

oxygen between active sites should be allowed to suppress

over-stoichiometric oxidation. This site isolation principle

says that the active site must be designed such that the

required abundance of lattice oxygen is part of its structure

and that this structure must be chemically isolated from its

neighbours such that no exchange of lattice oxygen

between sites can occur. The concept says implicitly that

the geometric structure of a reaction site must not collapse

during exchange of active oxygen with the organic sub-

strate and during regeneration from gas phase di-oxygen.

Otherwise such an active site would not act catalytically

and one would have to postulate that the formation of an

active site from some precursor structure is part of the

catalytic cycle. Such a dynamic view is not part of the

generally accepted operation concept of heterogeneous

selective oxidation. In most cases the observation of a very

low reaction order in oxygen justifies the assumption that

the generation of activated oxygen is not involved in the

kinetically difficult step.

The site isolation was realized by constructing oxide

structures such that ‘‘active centres’’ (open d-band ele-

ments) form no extended network of chemical bonds

between each other but are interrupted in their mutual

interaction by inactive sites (main group elements). This

principle was brought to splendid operation with the series

of Bi-molybdate catalysts used for propene selective oxi-

dation and with the vanadyl pyrophosphate system [20–25]

for butane selective oxidation. The site isolation concept is

ever since the most powerful design rule for oxidation

catalysts.

The concept is illustrated in Fig. 2 with uranium anti-

monide following the published strategy [6, 26, 27] of R.K.

Grasselli. Two structural variants USbO5 and USb3O10

exist that can interconvert. Good arguments exist for the

formal identical oxidation state of ?5 for both cationic

species rendering strong covalency in their respective

Fig. 2 The USb3O10 phase as example for site isolation. Model

a shows the active site as constructed by Grasselli [26]. Model

b shows the structure in a, b projection
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bonding the dominating mechanism of interaction; this

should give rise to good site isolation as the mobility of

redox equivalents will be limited. The models in Fig. 2

depict the active site as assumed by Grasselli et al. in two

projections. One can well see that according to the site

isolation concept all open-d shell ions are isolated from

each other. The reaction of interest (Eq. 6 in Fig. 1)

requires the exchange of six electrons and hence clearly of

more electrons than one redox-active site shown in Fig. 2a

can accomodate. A suitable ensemble size would be the

feature depicted in Fig. 2b with 6?1 redox-active centres

isolated from each other and from the surrounding by

antimony-oxo octahedral that should be redox-inactive at

the conditions of selective oxidation.

We will discuss later that metal oxide systems are not

only arrangements of hypothetical ‘‘molecules’’ but they

form extensive band structures in which electrons are

shared between atoms rendering the idea of geometric site

isolation a rather formal concept. This argument makes it

clear that site isolation requires more than the geometric

separation of open-d state centres from each other. The

existence of defects in the surface termination idealized by

a cut through the bulk translational structure discriminating

small ensembles of the translational symmetric motifs such

as shown in Fig. 2 destroys the translational symmetry of

the surface in lateral directions and thus can provide a way

to physical site isolation. Defects or at larger scale

‘‘metastable phases’’ are thus an essential part of working

catalysts explaining the strong relation between catalytic

performance and the kinetic details of catalyst synthesis.

This was summarized in other words by E. Bordes with her

concept [28] of ‘‘surface nanodomains’’ existing for sta-

bility reasons in close similarity to the underlying structure.

It is more realistic to state that a complex oxide may ter-

minate in its catalytically active form in clusters (or rafts)

of the transition metal component separated from each

other by a network of oxide polyhedra made from the main

group element. This ensemble is supported on its parent

oxide system that provides not only the atom reservoir for

the formation of this termination motif but also acts as heat

transport medium. We will discuss below that the bulk

further acts as control system for the electronic structure of

the terminating phase with respect to the molecular levels

of the adsorbed reactants.

The function of ‘‘material storage’’ of the bulk phase

explains the necessity to invoke mobility of oxygen as the

likely originator of defects in oxide systems. This function

is independent from the proposed function as selective

reagent, which the author suggests to be not essential under

conditions of simultaneous presence of oxygen and

hydrocarbon. Without the real structure of the bulk (sum of

translational and defect structure) providing soft spots in

the lattice and the possibility of self-diffusion of oxygen

providing the driving force for atom displacements in a

crystalline solid far below its melting point, it would be

poorly possible to reconstruct the surface of a crystalline

solid with multiple bonds in all directions of space. Hence

the phenomenological correlation between lattice oxygen

mobility and selective catalytic action finds a structural

interpretation, as the oxygen mobility indicates and sup-

ports the creation of surface nanodomains that contain the

actives sites. This view is supported as explanation of a

series of instructive experiments [29] in which the disper-

sion of a Bi–Mo catalyst for propene oxidation was varied

by several methods: it was found that dispersed forms with

strong support interactions act only unselective whereas

selective oxidation required a bulk phase capable of

bringing about a termination layer of nanodomains. This

was however not the interpretation of the authors who

rather invoked the direct function of lattice oxygen for

rationalizing their results.

In Fig. 3 a practical example is given of the termination

of a highly stable complex oxide catalyst namely the M1

catalyst used for propane oxidation. The crystal structure

scheme in Fig. 3a can be seen in the experimental image

(Fig. 3b) of a thin slice of the catalyst exhibiting the same

orientation as assumed for the scheme. Despite prolonged

operation at 673 K in the demanding atmosphere of pro-

pane oxidation the lattice of the catalyst is still to a large

extent in translational order. The depth to which the ter-

mination structure [30] with nanodomains disturbs the

symmetry is smaller than the thickness of one unit cell. In

this outer region multiple forms of interconnections

between polyhedra can be seen that are hard to detect by

most conventional analytical methods.

Application of the site isolation concept requires the

predictability of the structure of active sites. In complex

oxides it is assumed [31] that active sites are motifs or parts

thereof of the crystallographic structure of the oxide. Even

if the relevant surface domains are not elements of this

translational structure as exemplified in Fig. 3, its knowl-

edge is key to identify these domains that should be rather

similar to the parent structure for reasons of structural

stability. The details of the bulk crystal structure would

thus matter as they contain encoded the possible function

of actives sites in catalysis. This postulate renders the

precise structure determination of the oxide phase in

question into a decisive [32–39] experiment. It is noted

here that with the increasing precision of structured

determination [40] not only intergrowth of minority phases

that cannot be seen easily with diffraction methods but also

local dynamics at interconnection sites of polyhedra sup-

porting the notion of surface reconstruction in termination

phases have been observed [41, 42] experimentally.

As the catalytic performance of the complex oxide

systems increased, a series of additional concepts were
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developed to refine the understanding based upon the core

concepts of lattice oxygen function and site isolation.

Table 1 summarizes these concepts in a modern formula-

tion given [19] by R.K. Grasselli in 2002 in the original

sequence of the author.

The table comprises both the operation conditions and

the chemistry of the catalytic material. Both are of concern

when ordering our empirical knowledge into such heuristic

concepts. It is noted that these concepts are without a

rigorous grounding in physical properties of the system,

which is not uncommon with phenomenological concepts

in chemistry. They cannot be deduced form first principles

of chemical bonding. For this reason it can be understood

that some of these concepts are not independent from each

other as they refer to chemical phenomena of the same

physical origin. This is indicated in the last column of

Table 1.

With these concepts the evolution of several generations

of complex oxide systems [19] was guided for the

improved synthesis of acrylonitrile. The example of a

highly productive acrylonitrile synthesis catalyst [43, 44]

with the composition:

K;Csð Þa Ni;Mg;Mnð Þ7:5 Fe;Crð Þ2:3Bi0:5Mo12Ox=SiO2

sheds light on the level of sophistication reached by the

Grasselli group in the application of individual concepts

from Table 1. The catalyst further serves as example for

the idea [28, 45, 46] of phase cooperation. It is argued that

an alpha Bi-molybdate cooperates with a beta Fe-molyb-

date phase in such a way that the alpha phase performs the

organic chemistry and the beta phase replenishes the lattice

oxygen of the alpha phase. Such co-operation should be

facilitated through structural similarity of the phases and

common redox-active elements such as Fe [47].

The generalisation of using a bulk structural motif as

lead for searching the phase space of complex oxides for

performance catalysts is, unfortunately, not universally

valid as was documented recently [48] in the case of butane

oxidation. It is re-assuring that the physical method of

determining in situ the charge carrier dynamics provided

the insight [49, 50] why the structures synthesized were

unable to perform well as catalyst. The optimization of the

M1 catalyst was frequently the subject [51, 52] of combi-

natorial searches. The design of libraries was initiated

using the concepts of Table 1. Substantial improvements

were reported [53] by using purely statistical concepts

rather than chemical insight. The future will show if such

Fig. 3 a Projection of the crystal structure of the M1 phase onto the

(001) plane. One can see the characteristic channel structure housing

the Te component. The colour code indicates the in-equivalent sites

of the structure and not the atom type occupation. b shows a HAAD-

STEM image of a thin slice of a M1 catalyst after use in propane

oxidation. One can see the retention of translational symmetry until

almost the outer surface where the connectivity of the metal oxide

polyhedra (‘‘spots’’ in the image) gets randomized. Clusters of

pentagonal units and rafts of polyhedra can be seen forming likely the

nanodomains discussed in the text

Table 1 Concepts denoted

as’’pillars’’ of how to design

selective oxidation catalysts

according to R.K. Grasselli

Concept No. Designation Describes Dependent on concept no

1 Lattice oxygen Process Independent

2 Strength of metal–oxygen bond Catalyst 1,3,4

3 Motif of host structure Catalyst 1,2,4,6

4 Redox properties of cations Catalyst 1,2,3

5 Multifunctionality of active site Process Independent

6 Site isolation Catalyst Independent

7 Phase cooperation Catalyst Independent
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approaches will be generally successful that ignore the

need for functional understanding of a system for catalytic

application.

A particular strength of the concepts in Table 1 is that

they address together not only the process chemistry of

selective oxidation but also the material science part of it.

In other words, these concepts link material properties to

process conditions. In this way they are so valuable to

practical development work as they give guidelines to

search for certain structures and to define suitable operation

conditions for a given material. Concepts nr 1 and 5 dictate

the chemical potential range in which a catalyst can be

operated: the oxygen potential must be kept such as that the

oxide lattice stays under-stoichiometric with respect to the

hypothetical stoichiometry for the sum of the highest

valences of all cations. As the chemical composition of the

reactant phase is quite complex it is not easy to fulfil these

rules by design. The oxygen potential from the gas phase is

strongly moderated by the simultaneous presence of

reducing organic species and by water vapour that is either

added or results from selective and unselective oxidation of

hydrocarbon molecules. The concepts allow, however, to

experimentally probing the range of useful reactant mix-

tures. The range of selective stoichiometric reactions is

found first using gas feeds without oxygen and consecu-

tively the loss of lattice oxygen is determined through

back-titration with gas phase oxygen. This procedure was

described in early works [54] and is still a powerful means

of determining operating parameter spaces.

The concepts 2, 3, 4 can be summarized into one con-

cept of selecting the best electronic structure. The respec-

tive concepts follow from each other as bulk structural

motifs, covalence of metal–oxygen bonds and structural

motifs are all consequences of the combined local and

extended electronic structure enabling redox properties and

defect dynamics [49, 55–57] at fixed chemical potentials.

The operation of a selective oxidation catalyst can be

described in the framework of the thermodynamics and

kinetics of oxygen anion [58–61] conductors. As the

chemical potential of the reactants is quite well fixed by

explosion boundaries of alkane—oxygen mixtures and the

redox potential of the maximum attainable partial pressures

of products, the range of the periodic table is rather limited

where suitably stable oxides with dynamical properties can

be found. It is pointed out that this limitation is coupled to

the condition of using gas phase di-oxygen as oxidant; in

many organic synthetic oxidations more activated oxida-

tion agents are used with the consequence that the range of

suitable elements gets much wider.

In a review on ammoxidation [62, 63] the ‘‘Bermuda’’

phase triangle of selective oxidation is described. The open

d-shell elements V, Nb, Mo forming the triangle are

combined with Te, Sb (and P). This limited range of key

elements [36, 43, 64–67] is augmented by a large number

of dopant elements added under phenomenological guid-

ance and supported by high throughput experimentation

[53, 68] following the concepts 1–5, 7 from Table 1. The

enormous complexity of modifications occurring by adding

these dopants, makes is hard to rigorously prove the

validity of the empirical concepts even when the addition

of dopants is beneficial for catalysis. The key elements

alone allow however, already for a large number of crystal

structures exhibiting each a significant variation in metal–

oxygen bonding geometries and hence electronic struc-

tures. These structures are characterized by non-dense

packing motifs following the substantial covalence of

metal oxygen bonds leading to orbital control of the

bonding situation rather than to charge control as for ionic

compounds. The structural variability gets enormously

much larger if one considers ordered defect variants of the

parent structural motifs. Amongst those the oxygen anion

defect mechanism by changing the connectivity of two

adjacent metal–oxygen polyhedra by a small con rotation

or dis-rotation leading to a transformation of a chain into a

di-block [12] structure is the most important one. Ordered

forms of this defects cause shear structures [69–78] to

evolve, that were detected in many complex oxides.

The concept of lattice oxygen as source for selective

atomic oxygen is central to most interpretations of selective

oxidation reactions. In its unrestricted form [19, 79–81] the

concept calls for free mobility of the resulting lattice defect

throughout the catalyst. If this would be correct then it is

hard to understand how supported or even grafted catalysts

exhibiting only 2-dimensional rafts of active oxide would

perform well as selective oxidation catalysts. This argu-

ment is only partly valid as low-dimensional oxide systems

function well in oxidative dehydrogenation reactions but

are unable to perform selective transfer of oxygen species:

unfortunately they are quite active in unselective com-

bustion of pre-activated reagents. This general deficit may

find its explanation not so much in the action of lattice

oxygen but rather in the lack of control of oxygen activa-

tion through the absence of coupling of the surface elec-

tronic structure with that of the bulk as discussed below.

All this is in agreement with the experiments described

above [29] and with many related observations [82–89].

If the lattice defects and the related redox equivalents

would move unrestricted (with activation energies below

that of the catalytic transformation) in the solid catalyst,

one expects ionic conductivity and semiconducting elec-

tronic properties that are indeed detected for performance

catalysts such as VPP or M1 [50, 56]. Consequently, the

site isolation would break down as more active oxygen

could be generated from available electrons at the surface

than required for selective oxidation and the catalyst would

eventually become chemically reduced and hence de-
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activated. All this happens if one reacts performance cat-

alysts with pure hydrocarbons. Under catalytic steady state

conditions the activation of oxygen must be restricted by a

limiting factor in order to allow continuous selective

oxidation.

It is suggested to define the concept of lattice oxygen in

the following way. The availability of lattice oxygen and

their redox equivalents for catalytic reactions should be

restricted to the active site. Site isolation means then the

formation of chemically effective boundaries for the oxy-

gen mobility in the rest of the oxide system. An active site

is considered as a cluster of atoms representing one inde-

pendently acting site performing the whole conversion of

the substrate and the regeneration of the site. The postulate

that active lattice oxygen should come out of subsurface or

bulk layers should be removed. I. Wachs [88, 90, 91]

suggested such a definition with the introduction of the

term ‘‘surface lattice oxygen’’. Its circumstantial evidence

coming from isotope exchange kinetic arguments [92] are

not yet compelling in absence of proof that surface isotope

exchange processes are intrinsically faster than their bulk

counterparts.

Such a more specific definition of lattice oxygen and site

isolation holds only for the case of concomitant presence of

oxygen and reactants in the gas phase of an oxide catalyst

(termed ‘‘catalytic mode’’). The same oxide system can

exhibit quite different active sites when it is operated in the

way of space–time separated reactions with organic sub-

strate and oxygen gas (termed ‘‘stoichiometric mode’’). It is

noted here that these two modes operate on different

properties of the catalyst caused by the participation of the

oxide bulk with its transport mechanisms in the latter case

and the restriction of the redox transport to the surface or

eventually sub-surface region in the former case. In the

scientific discussion these differences were not always

sufficiently separated although in the original work of the

SOHIO group this distinction is clearly made. The

extrapolation of valid observations made in the stoichio-

metric mode [93] (responses of the catalyst to pulses of

reactants or oxygen) to the mode of operation in the cat-

alytic mode must be regarded with reservation as different

material properties of the same system are involved.

Experiments of the Grasselli group on M1 with pulses of

propane/ammonia [94] to study lattice oxygen in ammox-

idation reveal the transition from the action of a combi-

nation of nucleophilic and electrophilic oxygen in a

catalytic surface layer leading to the formation of acrylic

acid, COx and acrylonitrile into a stoichiometric operation

where deeper lattice oxygen (estimated 70 monolayers sub-

surface) gives only rise to the action of nucleophilic oxy-

gen resulting in propene and acrylonitrile at low overall

conversion. The experiment confirms that the reactivity of

active sites responds to the oxygen chemical potential. The

abrupt transition further indicates that the nature of the

active sites changes: oxygen species that transfer onto

organic substrates seem to be stored only at the surface and

cannot be replaced by bulk lattice oxygen diffusion from

sub-surface layers. The observation is in line with the

notion that a surface termination layer is created in steady

state operation and is different in catalytic action from the

bulk termination prevailing under stoichiometric operation

conditions.

3 Towards a Physical Basis of Selective Oxidation

The clearly non-exhaustive discussion of the scientific

content of the concepts collected in Table 1 reveals their

validity in the sense of providing guidance in selecting

combinations of catalytic materials and their operation

conditions for selective oxidation reactions. The lack of

causal and quantitative structure–function relations pre-

vents however the application of these concepts as pre-

dictive tool or as basis for the often desired ‘‘design’’ of

catalytic material. As with the ever-increasing challenges

of the raw material change in chemical industry the need

for at least knowing the limits of oxidation reactions in

terms of selectivity and productivity becomes more and

more urgent, it is suggested to evolve the existing con-

ceptual basis into a state where a link to physical concepts

can be made and knowledge-based experimentation can be

performed.

This evolution includes the following steps that are partly

executed in present research. It was, however not yet possible

to focus the research efforts to any particular system in such a

way that all elements were executed. We thus still have

incomplete knowledge about the function and performance

potentials of all selective oxidation reactions. This may

explain the reluctance to move forward with novel process

implementations making use of lower alkanes as feedstock

for large-scale chemical transformations. The following

enumeration of essential development steps may still be

incomplete, as their effectiveness in meeting the challenge of

unsatisfactory oxidation reactions could not be demonstrated

as yet. The discussion is confined to the activation of small

and not functionalized substrates with molecular oxygen and

may not apply strictly to the oxidation of activated structures

and the use of more reactive oxidants.

1. Consider selective oxidations as networks of pro-

cesses following from activating a non-reactive

molecule.

2. Construct the network with sufficient detail to

describe groups of elementary steps associated with

C-H activation, C-O insertion and C–C cleavage;

avoid using physically not existing reagents (0.5 O2).
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3. The resulting sequence of consecutive reactions with

multiple intermediates may require more than one

site; allow for sufficient specificity of active centres

that a chemically plausible selectivity can be

expected.

4. Macro-kinetic observations form no suitable basis

for deriving mechanistic considerations; beware of

temptations of over-simplifications. This applies for

example to the details of the activation of molecular

oxygen as well as to the multiple effects of acid–base

functions on a redox catalyst

5. Observe the catalytic function of a material in a wide

range of operational conditions. The dynamical

feedback of chemical potential and active phase

calls for a specific optimum of each catalyst with

respect to its operation conditions. The practice to

vary the catalyst chemistry and test with fixed

conditions is not helpful for elucidating function and

potential of a catalyst. It is mandatory to observe the

limitations of transport of mass and energy and to

study deviations of the generally assumed mean field

approximations.

6. Active sites may not be static; allow structural

dynamics for formation of such sites; include the

kinetics of active site formation in the overall kinetic

model. Practically this means that careful measures

may be needed to activate the catalyst after synthe-

sizing its precursor.

7. Obtain the necessary chemical observations of the

catalyst under working conditions. This applies to

the bulk structure as much as to the surface

termination. In-situ functional analysis is essential

for deriving knowledge about the constitution of a

working catalyst. No shortcuts in conditions and

materials can be taken.

8. If models are used for elucidation of the active

structure, ensure that the models perform the overall

oxidation reaction of interest; no proxis are possible

due to the complex interplay of catalyst structure and

chemical potential of reactants.

9. Understand the chemistry of the synthesis of a

catalyst in the same detail as the catalytic process of

interest. Catalysts are non-equilibrium functional

materials. Be ready to assume that the catalytic

function is a transient property of the catalyst

structure on its way to thermodynamic equilibrium.

Kinetic aspects of catalyst formation and activation

are thus decisive in controlling structure and lifetime

of the active phase.

10. Attempt to cross-link experimental observations and

model assumptions with theoretical input. Theory

can deliver detailed insight into molecular mecha-

nisms rationalized with experimental observations

provided they are made under strictly known

boundary conditions. Theory may become predictive

for material properties of working catalysts, at least

in excluding non-functional material options.

Multiple aspects of executing these steps in the selective

oxidation of propane can be found for example in a review

article [95] providing support for the concept of a

dynamical catalyst structure. Unfortunately, even for this

well-studied reaction sequence [52, 55, 67, 96] and the

existence of stable and phase-pure catalysts

[40–42, 55, 96–98] the advocated understanding is not

reached as the steps enumerated above are only executed in

a fragmented way. Here, two aspects of this work will be

presented in detail. A reaction network suitable for deriving

a kinetic model is presented. A concept is discussed for the

interplay of the surface termination layer and the bulk

semiconductor of the M1 catalyst in self-limiting the

activation of oxygen. These aspects are two elements in the

envisaged functional understanding of propane oxidation

that is based upon physical concepts. The reader may

notice that these elements could equally well serve as

support for the concept list presented in Table 1 and that

they are not in contradiction to any of the statements made

there. They do illustrate, however how the steps towards

evolution of the empirical concepts into a physics-based

concept may be put into practice.

4 A Reaction Network

Figure 4 shows the layout of the reaction network fol-

lowing from the activation of propane over a bulk catalyst

such as M1 or VPP in the presence of oxygen and water.

Experiments from our group [96, 99, 100] and a discussion

of literature results supporting that network are collected in

a book [101].

The Figure shows clearly that a whole basket of reaction

products is possible. The abundance of water in the feed

and the residence time at the catalyst are key parameters to

decide between propene formation (dry, fast) and acrylic

acid production (slow wet). Many catalysts perform only

the oxidative dehydrogenation with minute selectivity to

acrylic acid. The experimentally verified separation [96] of

propene formation, acrylic acid formation and combustion

requiring multiple steps [102] of C–H activation, C–O

formation and deoxygenation indicates that more than one

site may have to cooperate for the whole reaction sequence.

It is instructive to transform Fig. 4 into an abstract form of

a network giving the possibility to illustrate the co-opera-

tion of the different elementary reactions enumerated

above. This is illustrated in Fig. 5.
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From this Figure we see that the straight reaction

channel of the desired reaction branches out in several

classes of parallel and consecutive reactions. The critical

step for this is the reactivity of propene with either elec-

trophilic oxygen or water. One may notice further the

central role of ethene or ethoxy on the pathway to total

combustion. We exclude in this still simplified scheme all

radical reactions. We omit also many dehydrogenation

steps requiring nucleophilic oxygen and producing OH for

which the acid–base properties of the catalyst are relevant.

The suppression of this topic follows from reasons of

simplicity on the one side and from the experimental

observation that under performance conditions with or

without deliberate steam addition the reactive surface

seems to be equilibrated with –OH functions. This view is

experimentally not yet fully verified [103–108] and

deserves substantial additional effort as well as the func-

tional disentanglement [109] of Broensted acidity and

Lewis acidity on reactive oxide surfaces.

We also see that several elementary reactions co-operate

to achieve a desired transformation. This fulfils the above

quoted concept of multifunctionality (Table 1) but

highlights the difficulty of creating selective overall reac-

tions. One further recognizes the multiple reaction path-

ways to CO. The ratio CO/CO2 could be an instructive

indicator for the relevant reaction pathways provided that

no other sources or sinks for CO exist. Such a sink would

be the water gas shift reaction as well as the reverse

reaction would consume CO2. The likely to be expected

oxidation of CO to CO2 is a difficult reaction [96, 100] on

selective oxidation catalysts with high performance. This

explains the initially disturbing observation that an oxida-

tion catalyst that is capable of activating an alkane leaves

CO untouched. Figure 5 illustrates further the challenge of

constructing selectivity into a process arising from the

multitude of reaction pathways observed, once an alkane

molecule is activated to an olefin. The multiple role of

water is again obvious. As much as it may be needed to

generate free acrylic acid as much it drives the intermediate

propene into combustion when it initiates its decomposi-

tion by forming an alcohol.

From the intricacy of Fig. 5 one may have doubts that a

single type of site can achieve all this and one wonders how

a desired product would ever make it away from the cat-

alyst surface when seeing all the many reaction possibili-

ties. In order to make this indeed chemically plausible

beyond the hint towards the elevated reaction (desorption)

temperature facilitiating rapid transport, the author puts

forward the idea of modifying the concept of phase coop-

eration into a concept of site cooperation without having to

Fig. 4 Reaction network of propane activation. All blue species can

be found as main components or traces in reaction products. Their

abundance depends on the combination of catalyst and reaction

conditions. The green arrows indicate the desired reaction to acrylic

acid. Other connectors are coloured for clarity only

Fig. 5 Topological representation of the reaction network from

Fig. 4. The nodes are denoted with the numbering scheme from

Fig. 4. Node 4 represents acrylic acid as desired product. The

coloured lines encode elementary reactions defined as processes that

perform one chemical transformation of a substrate. The shaded area

denotes the desired reaction pathway. The thin lines indicate major

intramolecular rearrangements. The reactions correcting the hydrogen

stoichiometry are largely omitted for clarity. This leaves the incorrect

impression that the nucleophilic (basic) sites may be less relevant than

electrophilic (oxidizing) sites
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make an explicit assignment of reactive sites to crystallo-

graphic phases which may be difficult in considering the

arguments put forward with the discussion of Fig. 2. If we

go along with this idea then we may sort the intricacy of

Fig. 5 in four different sites performing the assumed initial

reaction in sequences leading to desired or undesired

products with high specificity. Figure 6 describes these

sites as segments from the network displayed in Fig. 5.

We recognize that we need four different sites per-

forming nucleophilic C-H activation (site 1), electrophilic

oxygen transfer (site 2), the hydration of double bonds (site

3) and the decarbonylation reaction (site 4) as their rate-

controlling process. Only site 1 and 2 perform one single

elementary reaction to achieve their transformations. The

other 2 sites need multifunctionality. It may thus be con-

cluded that the details of sticking of reactants decide over

the character of a site and that not 4 local geometries but

merely 2 sites may co-exist that are tuned to their reactivity

by a combination of the chemisorbed species with the

overall electronic structure of the surface that in turn is

controlled by the local chemical potential of the sur-

rounding atmosphere. This is compatible with a theoretical

analysis [102] of the reaction network of propene oxidation

suggesting that vanadium-peroxo species resulting from

partial activation of oxygen on reduced vanadia sites are

the key controlling factor. The feedback topology of the

reaction network connecting catalyst chemistry with reac-

tant structure precludes attempts of finding and counting

active sites by single probe molecule reactions at arbitrary

chemical potential. Also the current practice of character-

izing intermediates by dosing them onto the catalyst and

observe their reactivity is not adequate as long as the

chemical potential of the intermediate does not match that

of the standard reaction atmosphere.

From inspection of Fig. 6 one may deduce that the quest

for total selectivity in oxidation catalysis may be a bold

target. Reactive catalysts with high productivity will most

likely open up all reaction channels indicated in Fig. 6.

Optimization of transport kinetics and short contacts of

reaction products exhibiting high chemical potential with

the reactive catalyst would be desires. Both mesosopic

properties of the reaction system are only crudely realized

in so-called plug flow reactors. It may thus well be that we

need advanced reactor concepts and/or compositional

profiles in reactor beds in order to improve the performance

of oxidation processes. To rely on the material chemistry of

catalyst design alone may be an insufficient measure in

attempts to overall boost the performance of oxidation

reactions. The mesoscopic properties form a second feed-

back system between catalyst chemistry and reaction per-

formance including the details of the reactor apparatus and

of the macroscopic catalyst properties (shapes, pores,

thermal and charge carrier transport).

One possibility to explore this conjecture may be the

construction of multiscale kinetic models [110] using the

site cooperation approach as indicated in Fig. 6. One may

attempt to define the parameters of each of the reaction

chains shown in Fig. 6 independently and then create a

meta model with parameters for each reaction chain. From

there on one may theoretically model the molecular site

requirements, optimize computationally their performance

and detect the overall most critical reaction step. This

Fig. 6 Separation of the

network from Fig. 5 into

individual functions (sites) of

the respective first reaction step.

The numbering scheme and the

colour code are the same as in

Fig. 5
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exercise must include the dynamics of active sites explic-

itly: we see that selective oxidation catalysts terminate

[92, 111–121] under reaction conditions in structures dif-

ferent from the bulk structure which cannot be the geo-

metric base of a realistic picture of the working state. For

this part of the challenge we still miss most information as

we barely begin to detect these differences qualitatively

with very little insight in quantification and formation/

stability kinetics. The combined approach yields informa-

tion on critical molecular structure elements [122] of the

relevant site. All of this knowledge would then have to be

incorporated in models dealing with the mesosopic and

macroscopic properties [111] of the reaction system com-

prising formulated catalyst, reactor and reaction conditions.

Only then a comparison to experimental data may be used

to verify the results from theoretical modelling for the

atomistic details of active sites. In this way by treating

selective oxidations explicitly as kinetic chains of chains

one may further beat the universality concept in hetero-

geneous catalysts stating that if the adsorption/reaction

energy pair of one fragment is defined by the catalyst

chemistry (e.g. the activation of di-oxygen) all other

reaction sequences are automatically defined and cannot be

modified independently [123–125]. Without surpassing this

basic concept applying for only one reaction chain, a

rational optimization of such difficult reactions as selective

oxidations would be barely possible.

5 On the Electronic Structure of Oxidation
Catalysts

One puzzling aspect in selective oxidation is the domi-

nating influence of the catalyst bulk [126–129] for

achieving performance in selective oxygen transfer reac-

tions. Surface-only species such as grafted systems

[130–133] are poorly active in selective oxygen transfer

but can well combust olefins. When for example vanadia

species form the termination layer of bulk reducible oxides

such as VPP and M1, they are well capable to transfer

oxygen without combusting the substrate. This is realized

since long and contributed to the realm of ‘‘lattice oxygen’’

a species that should be absent in catalysts grafted on non-

reducible oxides such as alumina or silica.

It is now proposed that the traditional treatment of oxide

catalysts as semiconductors can solve [49, 134, 135] this

puzzle. The catalysts exhibit then electronic structures

determined both by the bulk with valence and conduction

bands and by the low dimensional (layer or raft) termi-

nating layers or nanodomains as band gap states. These

states lead to the phenomenon of pinning the Fermi level

with respect to the top of the valence band. If this quantity

shifts then the band gap states move on the energy scale

with respect to the Fermi level and change so their occu-

pation with electrons. Now we have to discriminate two

cases with respect to the electronic structure of the support.

If the support is a non-reducible oxide and no phase for-

mation occurs at the interface, then no charges can be

exchanged between support and active phase. Conse-

quently the support is electronically ‘‘innocent’’ and the

catalytic properties are given by the structure of the iso-

lated grafted species much in accord to the ‘‘site isolation’’

concept from Table 1 and in agreement with experimental

[130, 133] and theoretical treatments [102, 136–138] of the

problem. The genesis of active sites for metathesis of

propene over grafted MoOx catalysts through sacrificial

formation of carbene ligands in situ [139] is an illustrative

example of the local character of an active site.

The situation gets changed when the terminating vana-

dia (or other active metal oxide) layer is supported on an

oxide with which charge transfer is possible. An extreme

case is the self-support of a terminating layer on a defective

bulk phase [140, 141] of the same nominal structure: then

the defects provide the function of exchangeable charge

carriers and the following arguments hold also for this

situation. A charge imbalance between surface and bulk of

the catalyst will result upon formation of a chemically from

the bulk different termination layer [142–144] (V5? species

e.g.) and/or upon chemisorption of reactants. This imbal-

ance leads to a space charge layer spanning between the

charge carrier (e.g. holes in VPP) potentials of the surface

and the bulk. The resulting band bending will shift the band

gap states with respect to the rigid Fermi level and thus

affect the filling of these states with electrons: the system

becomes a gas sensor as the electrical conductivity varies

with the filling of the band gap states pinned to the Fermi

level.

This physical effect that could be used for real sensing

purposes has a drastic effect on the catalytic activity. The

band bending creates a barrier for transferring electrons via

the band gap states (as HOMO of the system) towards

oxygen and thus allows controlling in a self-limiting way

the availability of activated oxygen. The adsorption of

reactants and intermediates at active sites thus directly

affects the availability of activated oxygen as electrophilc

(O-1) or nucleophilic (O-2) species and provides the

feedback loop required for a dynamical active site that

changes its reactivity according to the progress of the

chains of elementary steps outlined for example in Figs. 5

and 6. It is obvious that the crystal structure of the support

must be stable against geometric modifications from the

presence of reactants as otherwise the details of the elec-

tronic structure tuning between bulk and terminating layer

gets lost and the feedback loop will be opened. This

explains the need for intrinsically flexible (non-densely

packed) structures of oxides that allow the formation of a
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reactive terminating layer without breakdown of the

underlying structure as indicated in the STEM image of

Fig. 3b.

This type of selective catalyst phase is thus character-

ized by two descriptors indicating the formation of a

stable terminating layer and the conflicting property of bulk

redox stability as stated by the traditional site isolation. The

author postulates that these requirements can be realized in

a dynamical fashion by formation and re-crystallization of

the active phase represented by VPP and in a static fashion

by the sophisticated flexibility of polyhedra networks such

as in the M1 phase.

The self-limiting action of the feedback loop between

adsorbates and oxygen activation explains as a detail the

puzzling observation of the inability of selective oxidation

catalysts to perform the CO oxidation reaction. CO is too

weakly bound on high-valent metal ions so that the band

bending is insufficient for allowing electrophilic oxygen to

be formed; the oxidation catalyst cannot activate weakly

bound reactants. This property may further explain how an

active site (for example in its fully oxidized from) can

activate a specifically bound poorly reactive molecule but

may leave untouched an activated form of the substrate

interacting too weakly with the site (for example in its

reduced form).

The traditional method of determining the conductivity

of oxide catalysts [145, 146] for learning about their

function finds in combination with in situ measuring

absolute quantities of the semiconductor system its modern

conceptual verification thanks to the advent [55–57] of the

in situ MWPT technique. The function of a working

selective oxidation catalyst requires thus the action of local

sites with specific reaction capabilities encoded into their

geometric structure [147] in combination with the fine

tuning of their reactivity by the reacting species through the

semiconducting properties of their support phase. This pair

of independent descriptors is again a means of breaking the

universal scaling relation [124] in selective oxidation. The

simultaneous requirement of operation of both descriptors

for effective dehydrogenation and for oxygen transfer

explains the intricacy of the few well-working catalyst

systems and allows rationalizing the failure of single

parameter descriptors such as crystal structure motifs

[48, 57] or of chemical composition of active masses for

effective searches of novel catalysts. The discussion pre-

sented here may finally serve as explanation why the initial

work of Grasselli and Haber based on the ideas of Mars and

van Krevelen was essential and necessary for the devel-

opment of the field. This work in all its relevance also

today constitutes one part of the multi-scale phenomenon

of selective oxidation; chemical and charge carrier

dynamics that were discovered more recently thanks to the

availability of in situ analytical methods represent another

part. We work now towards unifying these parts into a

functional description and into a physics-based kinetic

model of selective oxidation.

The author notes that selective oxidation of functional-

ized organic molecules by molecular and biological cata-

lysts has reached enormous specificities and selectivity

with turnover numbers sounding impressive. From such

systems we learn much about structural dynamics and the

mesoscopic dimensions of controlling interactions. One

can expect a potential of such reactions for large-scale

applications. This is, however, still far ahead of us now,

partly because too little efforts are made between the dis-

joint communities to collaborate and recognize their

respective achievements. The lack of a unified concept of

oxidation reactions impedes this collaboration. It is a

substantial desire to change this situation for the benefit of

approaching the state of a rational design of oxidation

processes. Such unification of a catalytic concept can only

be achieved if research is conducted jointly between the

respective disciplines. This in turn requires first the

development of a common language that does not yet exist.
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